Optogenetic Stimulation for Restoring Vision to Patients Suffering from Retinal Degenerative Diseases: Current Strategies and Future Directions.
Optogenetic strategies for vision restoration involve photosensitizing surviving retinal neurons following retinal degeneration, using emerging optogenetic techniques. This approach opens the door to a minimally-invasive retinal vision restoration approach. Moreover, light stimulation has the potential to offer better spatial and temporal resolution than conventional retinal electrical prosthetics. Although proof-of-concept studies in animal models have demonstrated the possibility of restoring vision using optogenetic techniques, and initial clinical trials are underway, there are still hurdles to pass before such an approach restores naturalistic vision in humans. One limitation is the development of light stimulation devices to activate optogenetic channels in the retina. Here we review recent progress in the design and implementation of optogenetic stimulation devices and outline the corresponding technological challenges. Finally, while most work to date has focused on providing therapy to patients suffering from retinitis pigmentosa, we provide additional insights into strategies for applying optogenetic vision restoration to patients suffering from age-related macular degeneration.